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This article deals with the development of the mathematical model of oil price forming. To develop a proper mathe-

matical model the methodological principles are defined: three axioms that establish specific properties of oil as  
a commodity including tight oil. Among the factors of oil pricing the major factor was selected, the dominant factor is 
an imbalance of supply and demand for oil in the world market. The principles of the mathematical model are presented 
in three theorems. The first one assumes that for any excess of supply over demand, the price of oil tends to zero, i. e., 
for a sufficiently large number of auctions it is below any given level. The second theorem states that, in the case of the 
excess of demand over supply price of oil tends to infinity (a finite number of sessions exceeds any given level), in case 
of the dominance of the imbalance. The third theorem asserts that the most probable forecast implied by the hypothesis 
that the mathematical model is accurate is a longstanding process of price auto-fluctuations in so called the tight oil 
range.  
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Разработана математическая модель формирования цены на нефть. Для построения такой математической 
модели определены методологические основания: три аксиомы, устанавливающие специфические свойства 
нефти как товара, в том числе сланцевой нефти. Среди факторов ценообразования нефти выбран первосте-
пенный, доминирующий фактор – дисбаланс предложения и спроса на нефть на мировом рынке. Основа мате-
матической модели представлена в трёх теоремах. Первая утверждает, что при любом превышении предло-
жения над спросом цена нефти стремится к нулю, т. е. за достаточно большое количество аукционов стано-
вится ниже любого заданного уровня. Вторая теорема утверждает, что при условии превышения спроса над 
предложением цена нефти стремится к бесконечности (за конечное число сессий превысит любой заданный 
уровень) при условии доминирования дисбаланса. Третья теорема утверждает, что наиболее вероятным про-
гнозом, вытекающим из гипотезы о том, что построенная математическая модель верна, является длительный 
процесс автоколебаний цены в так называемом сланцевом диапазоне. 
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Introduction. The aim of this paper is to improve the 

mathematical model of oil price forming that was first 
developed in paper [1]. The improved model accounts for 
tight oil phenomenon, which role has recently grown, and 
gives answer to the three questions: why oil price has 
fallen more than by half since 2014, why the price drop 
ceased being changed to price movement which still takes 
place and what the price will be in the foreseeable future. 

The answers to the questions are stated in the final part of 
the article.  

It should be noted that since the autumn of 2014, 
when the oil price fall became obvious, experts have been 
forecasting a “fair” price which will steady the market  
[2–11], however, no reliable forecasts have been made 
yet. Moreover, not all the experts realize the current state 
of affairs.  
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Thus, most people think that if oil supply exceeds de-
mand by 5 %, the tender price is to be reduced by 5 % and 
a new price making 95 % of the previous one will steady 
the market. Of course it is not so: in paper [1]  
it has been pointed out that 5 % excess of supply will  
lead to longtime sequential multiple-stage markdown, 
therefore theoretically it may make 5 % of the starting 
price being decreased by 20 times! However, the compre-
hension of this situation is not sufficient for oil price fore-
casting.  

The lack of reliable forecasts can be accounted for the 
fact that at the present time there is no comprehensive oil 
price behaviour model suitable for the events of the past 
two years. The aim of this article is to develop and  
to analyse the integrated model of oil price forming  
adjusted for tight oil factor which is not entirely taken into 
consideration in paper [1], as its influence on price form-
ing became evident later.  

To develop the mathematical (logical-economical) 
model we use simple mathematical regularities but what 
we actually rely on is the solid methodological basis in 
the form of safe axiomatic method of theory construction.  

Improvement of mathematical model of oil price 
forming adjusted for tight oil factor. In the process of 
mathematical modeling of any phenomenon its local 
mathematical theory is actually created. Axiomatic 
method of theory construction has historically proved 
itself effective.  

It should be noted that mathematical model method is 
a general-purpose and powerful instrument of human per-
ception, especially efficacious in the cases when experi-
ment conduction is impossible [12]. Mathematical model 
development implies a certain simplification of  
a complex phenomenon, its particular idealization basing 
on the identification of major factors which characterize 
the evolvement of the phenomenon and on neglecting 
minor, less important factors [13–16]. 

Mathematical modeling normally includes the fol-
lowing range of stages: 

 development of the mathematical model of the phe-
nomenon based on its simplification, identification  
of dominant factors which cause this phenomenon; 

 exploration of the model by means of mathematical 
methods, gaining the information which describes the 
further evolvement of the phenomenon; 

 comparing of the theoretically forecast model 
response with what will actually occur; 

 specification and correcting of the mathematical 
model in case there is a difference between theoretical 
and practical aspects;   

 exploration of the specified model, description  
of its response; 

 repeated correcting of the mathematical model bas-
ing on the comparison of theory and practice etc. 

It is the comparison between the primary mathe-
matical model and real experience that showed that tight 
oil factor determining price development was not fully 
clarified which lead to the necessity of improving the 
mathematical model developed in paper [1], which will be 
done as follows.  

In respect to oil price, axiomatic method is about ob-
taining logically adjusted consequences of oil price form-

ing process from fundamental properties of oil as a com-
modity. Thus, the mathematical model can be called logi-
cal-economical as well. 

In our opinion, initial fundamental properties of oil  
as a commodity are described by the following three 
statements which are practically proven and play the role 
of axioms: 

 oil is a commodity with the price determined at auc-
tion sellings on several fixed venues and is not directly 
related to its cost as a measure of abstract labor invested 
and to the market price of other commodities which, 
unlike oil price, are determined by multiple market trans-
actions (A1); 

 unlike many other commodities, oil has a specific 
property; oil price markdown does not trigger increase  
in demand determined by the economy state of the de-
mander; certain increase in demand is possible only for oil 
reservation purposes, but not to be used as intended (A2); 

 tight oil differs from “regular” oil in significantly 
larger extraction prime cost and in case oil price nears this 
level from below, tight oil extraction may be ceased  
or resumed quickly (А3).  

Indeed, if average regular oil prime cost equals several 
US dollars, then tight oil prime cost lies within the range 
of $ 35–55 what we will call the tight oil range.  

It has the following properties. When market price lies 
beyond the range, tight oil is economically indistin-
guishable from regular oil; at the price above $ 55 tight 
oil extraction is close to the maximum rate, at the price 
below $ 35 it is almost ceased. If the oil price lies in the 
tight oil range, its manufacturers reduce or increase the 
extraction depending on the expenses, thereafter, tight oil 
market supply changes between the maximum and mini-
mum.  

Mathematical modeling provides simplification of the 
object basing on its dominant properties. We consider  
the dominant price forming factor to be steady excess  
of supply over demand initially formed by the middle  
of 2014, mainly by means of tight oil extraction increase.  

Basing on the axioms and the dominant factor, we ob-
tain the mathematical model of oil price forming in the 
form of the following three theorems. 

Theorem 1. If oil market supply exceeds demand for 
any arbitrarily small value ∆1 > 0, realized by market par-
ticipants, and the current oil price exceeds tight oil range, 
in the process of repeated auction selling oil price falls 
tending to the upper limit of the tight oil range.  

Indeed, if it were not for tight oil phenomenon, the 
price would tend to zero, i.e. in finite number of steps 
becoming lower than any predefined level. Approaching 
tight oil range from above halts the fall.    

Theorem 2. If oil market demand exceeds supply  
for any value ∆2 > 0, realized by market participants, and 
the current oil price exceeds tight oil range, in the process 
of repeated auction selling oil price tends to infinity, i. e. 
in finite (sufficiently large) number of steps it will exceed 
any predefined level becoming nonproportionally high in 
relation to the cost of other commodities. 

The situation when the current price lies below the 
tight oil range which is not covered by theorems 1 and 2 
is also clear: tight oil is not extracted and oil price either 
increases or falls depending on supply and demand equi-
librium.  
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Finally, the situation when the current oil price is 
within the tight oil range is described by the following 
theorem.  

Theorem 3. If the current oil price lies within the tight 
oil range, then periodic sine wave fluctuations occur  
in this range in several months’ span which is required for 
tight oil branch to react to price change; in this process oil 
price is regulated automatically, i. e. on its own accord, 
auto-fluctuating, according to scientific terminology.  

Of course, the mathematical model describes the proc-
ess approximately, as a trend, which is the result  
of the simplification of the case and the detection of the 
dominant factor. Multiple trend departures are caused by 
auction participants’ changeable understanding of supply 
and demand balance which is influenced by a number  
of dynamic factors.  

We point out that paper [1] contains the primary 
mathematical model of oil price forming which does not 
take the tight oil factor into account. It does not have ei-
ther axiom 3 or, consequently, theorem 3 which is of cru-
cial significance for describing oil price behavior. 

The represented theorems can be proved with a certain 
level of rigor. The theorem 1 proof has the following 
main point. The hypothesis of the theorem has it that tight 
oil extraction is at the peak level and does not change.  
As supply exceeds demand, the seller is ready to bring  
the price down at the auction by a certain amount, for 
example $ 0.5, to make the offer more attractive compar-
ing to the others. Determining oil price at the next stage of 
the auction (A1), the participants will see that the demand 
has not grown (A2) and is still ∆1 > 0, which encourages 
the sellers to reduce the price by $ 0.5 again. After a finite 
number of stages the oil price will approach the upper 
limit of the tight oil range (if there were no range, the 
price would tend to zero). Theorem 2 is proven likewise. 

The theorem 3 proof has the following main point. If 
the current price, gradually falling, gets into the tight oil 
range, tight oil branch quickly reacts in oil extraction de-
crease (A3). This case shifts supply and demand balance, 
and the situation turns from the hypothesis of theorem 1 
to the hypothesis of theorem 2: the price starts to grow 
encouraging quick resuming of tight oil extraction. There-
fore, the market assigns it to the forthcoming excess of 
supply over demand which triggers a new price fall pe-
riod. There appears a periodic process of sine wave auto-
fluctuations in the range $ 35–55 lasting for several 
months which take tight oil branch to react.  

We lay emphasis on the fact that the price behaviour, 
described by theorems 1–3, is caused by the results of 
auctions indicating no abstract labour measure. If milk 
price were determined in the same way, it would change.  

Analysis of the improved mathematical model. The 
analysis of the improved mathematical model shows that, 
relating to the current state of events, the price forming 
mechanism described by theorems 1–3 results in the fol-
lowing statements. 

Firstly, the developed model can give answers to the 
three questions which have been put in the beginning of 
the article and adequately describe price movements since 
the middle of 2014 until now. Actually, this period can be 
divided into two stages. At the first stage, influenced by 
the oversupply, the oil price was falling practically tend-

ing to zero, according to theorem 1. This stage was over 
as the price, having fallen more than by half, first ap-
proached the tight oil range, gradually reducing tight oil 
extraction and halting the price fall. The second stage was 
opened with a slight price growth turning into the auto-
fluctuation process within the tight oil range described by 
the proof of theorem 3; these auto-fluctuations take place 
till now. As for the question on the oil price in the fore-
seeable future, the answer to it is given below.  

Therefore, this mathematical model is a scientific hy-
pothesis with the theoretical justification and is prac-
tically proven.  

Secondly, there is no certain fair price, moreover,  
it generally cannot be steady: it rises in case of slightest 
deficit and it falls in case of excess, tending to zero.  
In 2014 the excess of supply over demand triggered  
the price falling process which cannot be halted as long as 
the excess takes place. As a result, the price might reach 
the extremely low level of about $ 20 per Brent oil barrel, 
halting due to the fact that further decrease has no sense, 
as it is economic zero for today’s oil price.  

However, the tight oil range protects the oil price 
against the extremely low level. Its approaching the upper 
limit quickly reduces the extraction and supply of tight 
oil, hence, as it is pointed out in the proof of theorem 3, 
periodical price auto-fluctuations in the tight oil range are 
induced. This is a new phenomenon which has not taken 
place previously.  

Finally, we have the following oil price forecast: pre-
sent price auto-fluctuations within the range of $ 35–55 
will last for a long period of time. Quick reaction of tight 
oil branch will prevent from oil deficit, important  
for price growth; to make it bring auto-fluctuation process 
to an end, deficit must exceed tight oil extraction poten-
tial. Thus, it does not seem possible to have the oil price 
either above $ 55, or below $ 35 for a long period  
of time, consequently, in the foreseeable future the year-
average price equals $ 45. 

We should note that according to the forecast of the 
Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation made by 
the head of the Department of budgetary policy and strat-
egy planning of the Ministry of Finance V. Kolychev, in 
2017 the year-average price of $ 40 per Urals oil barrel is 
expected [17]. With regard to the fact that the price  
of this oil makes approximately 90 % of Brent oil price, 
the Ministry of Finance forecast equals the price of $ 44.4 
per Brent oil barrel which strictly corresponds to our con-
clusions.  

Or course, there is a crucial question which demands 
answer: what will happen, if tight oil range defense 
mechanism cannot prevent from the fall of the price to the 
extremely low level of $ 20 and supply still exceeds de-
mand? Theoretically, this situation can occur in the long 
term in case tight oil prime cost drops significantly, as 
much as two or three times. This situation is described by 
another mathematical model lying beyond the scope of 
this paper.  

However, it may be only caused by sharp multiple fall 
of tight oil prime cost, which is very unlikely, that is why 
the longstanding auto-fluctuation process within the tight 
oil range is most likely to take place.  
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Conclusion. This article presents and works out the 
problem of developing the mathematical model of oil 
price forming adjusted for tight oil factor.  

The methodological foundation is determined for the 
development of such a mathematical model. The three 
axioms stating the unique properties of oil as a commod-
ity are chosen as the basis. The first axiom says that oil is 
the commodity which price is determined  
at auctions on 2–3 world venues and is not directly related 
to its cost as a measure of abstract labor invested and the 
prices of other commodities which are determined as  
a result of a great number of market transactions.  

The weak connection of the forming oil price with its 
actual cost which is objectively determined by average 
market production expenses postulates the possibility of  
a considerable gap between the price and the cost, both 
downward and upward.  

The second axiom states that the markdown in oil 
prices involves no demand increase for it, as the demand 
is determined by the economy state of a demander; mar-
ket demand increase is possible at a lower price as  
a part of demanders can purchase oil for reservation pur-
poses, however, extra demand exists only under condition 
of a low price and it vanishes if the price increases. This 
commodity property of oil is essential as it differs oil 
from the majority of commodities, cheapening of which 
leads to a significant increase of consumption.  

The third axiom describes the properties of tight oil  
as a commodity: its relatively large prime cost, the possi-
bility to reduce and increase extraction volume quickly 
depending on market oil price changes.  
It emphasizes the importance of so called tight oil factor 
which determines tight oil extraction volume having  
an effect on world oil prices.   

These statements are empirical basing on the long-
term experience of oil extracting and marketing and are 
axiomatic from the logical point of view.  

Among the factors that determine oil price the imbal-
ance of supply and demand on the world market is chosen 
as a major, dominant factor. Neglecting multiple minor 
factors allows to develop the mathematical model basing 
on the mentioned dominant factor and to analyze it, de-
scribing the price behavior as a trend that tolerates fluc-
tuations induced by minor factor influence.  

The mathematical model is presented in three theo-
rems. Theorem 3 is conceptually new, stating that the oil 
price has now entered a longstanding process of auto-
fluctuations in tight oil range.   

The developed mathematical model is simple, it has a 
clear reasoning and is practically confirmed: it is the only 
model to adequately describe the oil market situation for 
the past two years.  
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